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AGENDA

Distribution Notice

Share this presentation only within our organizations. 

Do NOT reproduce, post, share or make any portion of this 

file available for use outside of your organization without 

first receiving the permission of the author and Epic. 
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AGENDA

Learning Objectives

1. Know how to enter and retrieve preferred name in the 

electronic health record.

2. Understand where to document sexual orientation and 

gender identification information in the electronic health 

record and how that will be changing.

3. Realize potential electronic health record pitfalls to avoid 

when caring for a patient who is transgender or gender non-

conforming.
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EHR Challenges
1. Collecting gender identity and sex at birth.

 Legal Gender (Sex) must be part of the chart

 Sex ≠ Gender identity

 Gender and/or Sex ≠ Anatomy

2. Capturing and displaying preferred name for all staff.

3. Appropriate use of pronouns. 

4. Gender-appropriate images.

5. Identifying preventive healthcare appropriately based on the 

organs and risk level of each patient.

6. Tracking treatment (hormonal and surgery).

7. Finding appropriate care for patients.5
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Why we need to care
1. Study in Am J Public Health estimates a current US population size of 390 

adults per 100 000, or almost 1 million adults nationally (Am J Public 

Health. 2017 February; 107(2): e1–e8.)

2. A 2012 Gallup poll found that 2.9 percent of Minnesota’s population overall 

identify as LGBT. Tracking during 2012-2014 by Gallup found that 3.6 

percent of adults in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area identify as 

LGBT, lower than many other major metropolitan areas.

3. In the Minnesota Student Survey, 1 percent of ninth and 11th grade 

students identify as gay or lesbian. However, 2 to 8 percent identify as 

bisexual, and another 3 to 6 percent identify as not sure (questioning). In 

each grade, a range of 2 to 4 percent of students identify as transgender, 

genderqueer, gender fluid, or unsure of their gender identity.
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Why we need to care
Fairview Epic has 5.3 million patients

 8,169 patients gender “unknown”

 2,294 patients who have had a diagnosis of transgender or 
gender identity disorder or gender dysphoria

 358 patients who have those diagnoses in their history

 260 patients who have a history of surgery for gender 
reassignment

HealthEast Epic has 1.7 million patients

 4,142 patients gender “unknown”

 134 patients who have had a diagnosis of transgender or gender 
identity disorder or gender dysphoria

 47 patients who have those diagnoses in their history

 No patients who have a history of surgery for gender 
reassignment7
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Addressing the Challenges
1. Institute of Medicine and Fenway Institute issues guidelines in 2011 

recommending that data on sexual orientation and gender identity should 

be collected in electronic health records

2. JACHO recommends in 2011 to identify a process to document self-

reported sexual orientation and gender identity information in the medical 

record. 

3. CMS in Meaningful Use Stage 3 required EHR vendors enable a user to 

record, change and access sexual orientation/gender identity to be certified in 

2015

4. The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology 

(ONC) interoperability standards recommendation to collect discrete 

structured data on patient gender identity, sex, and sexual orientation

5. Healthy People 2020: Increase the number of population-based data 

systems used to monitor Healthy People 2020 objectives which collect 

standardized data that identify transgender populations8
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Preferred Name

• HealthEast Epic
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Preferred Name

• HealthEast Epic
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Preferred Name

• Fairview and HealthEast Epic
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Preferred Name

• Fairview and HealthEast Epic
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The phrase .prefname will pull this in to any note
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Gender Identity
• Fairview Epic
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Gender Identity
• Fairview Epic
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SOGI Smartform
• Fairview Epic
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SOGI Smartset

• Fairview Epic
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SOGI Smarttext (note)
• Fairview Epic
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Transgender care Smartform

• Fairview Epic
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SOGI Synopsis

• Fairview Epic
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Pronouns – Still an Issue
• Even at FV where the smartform collects 

pronouns, it does NOT appear correctly 

automatically in the chart.

• Documenting them elsewhere can 

improve visibility but can be awkward.

• Re-writing note templates to avoid 

pronouns can be helpful



Appropriate Preventive Care Issues

• Rules in epic still rely on sex field to trigger health 

maintenance, which can lead to incorrect suggestions 

about preventive care.

• We removed gender restrictions on some Health 

maintenance reminders (for example, so we can have a 

reminder for a Pap smear or Mammogram on a Trans 

man when appropriate). 

• SOGI form does not change health maintenance or 

satisfy quality measures.

• Appropriate completion of surgical history will satisfy 

quality measures but will not retire health maintenance –

need to manually turn off.  21
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Appropriate Care - Referral due in May
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• Referral order will go to work queue

• Patients will be called by coordinator to schedule



Future Build: Pronouns

• Starting in Epic 2018, most pronoun SmartLinks will use 

gender identity to determine which pronoun or title to use.

• If a patient's gender identity isn't documented as male, 

transgender male, transgender female, or female, 

SmartLinks that usually return a pronoun instead retrieve 

the patient's preferred name.
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Future Build: Patient Questionnaires
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Future Build: Preferred Name

• Starting in Epic 2018, you can show patients' preferred 

names almost anywhere patient names appear. 

• Multi Prov Schedule Patient Name shows preferred 

names by default in the Patient Lists activity and the 

Schedule activity.

• OpTime and ED columns can be configured to display 

preferred name.

• Many reports and print groups in chart review will be able 

to be configured to show preferred name.
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Future Build: Improve Visibility of Gender 
Identity
• Information from SOGI smartform can be used in best practice 

advisories which can help ensure that providers see 

information about sexual orientation and gender identity when 

it is most relevant to the care they are providing.

• Gender Identity in a Patient FYI Flag as an alternative to better 

inform care providers.

• Choose whether In Basket shows a patient's gender identity, 

legal sex, or sex assigned at birth.

• Epic-released Physical Exam SmartForms allow clinicians to 

accurately document in NoteWriter because they pull in the 

correct images and map to the correct SmartData Elements 

based on the patient's gender.
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Resources
• National LGBT Health Education Center: https://www.lgbthealtheducation.org

• The Health of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender People Building 

a Foundation for Better Understanding

Institute of Medicine (US) Committee on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender 

Health Issues and Research Gaps and Opportunities.

Washington (DC): National Academies Press (US); 2011.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK64806/

• The Joint Commission: Advancing Effective Communication, Cultural 

Competence, and Patient- and Family- Centered Care for the Lesbian, Gay, 

Bisexual, and Trans- gender (LGBT) Community: A Field Guide. Oak Brook, 

IL, Oct. 2011. LGBTFieldGuide.pdf. 

• CDC: https://www.cdc.gov/lgbthealth/transgender.htm
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NO BANNER + NO LOGO

Questions?


